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Transformations in math. Reflection, translation, rotation in math have specific meanings. Tell
whether the shapes are moved with a slide, a flip, or a turn. Printable worksheets for teaching
students about geometric shape movements.
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teaching students about geometric shape movements.
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Learn about quadrilaterals the fun way in this Shapes in Motion Math Game. Transformations in
math. Reflection, translation, rotation in math have specific meanings. We would like to show you
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Course: Mathematics; Grade: Grade 2; Section: Location and Transformation; Outcome: Slide,
flip or turn; Activity Type: Interactive Activity; Activity ID: 21592. slide, flip, and turn great link to an
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Tell whether the shapes are moved with a slide, a flip, or a turn. Printable worksheets for
teaching students about geometric shape movements. Play Shape Mods at Math Playground!
Use translations, reflections, and rotations to solve each geometry puzzle.
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After any of those transformations (turn, flip or slide), the shape still has the same size, area,
angles and line lengths.
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